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SEPARATING © L FROM L, NL, co-NL, AND AL = P FOR
OBLIVIOUS TURING MACHINES OF LINEAR ACCESS (*)

by Matthias KRAUSE

Communicated by J. BERSTEL

Abstract. — Using algebraic arguments we dérive îower bounds for parity branching programs.
Several exponential Iower bounds on the width of linear length bounded oblivious parity branching
programs are obtained, so for the graph accessibility problem of directed graphs, and the word
problem of free groups and one-relator-groups of fînite rank. Using well-known results on the
simulation of logspace-bounded Turing machines by séquences of branching programs we complete
the séparation of the complexity classes L, NL, co-NL, © L, AL = P for oblivious Turing machines
oflinear access time.

Resumé. - Nous utilisons des techniques algébriques pour obtenir des bornes inférieures sur des
programmes à branchements particuliers. Des minorations exponentielles sur la largeur de program-
mes «oblivious» de longueur linéaire sont obtenus; il en est ainsi pour le problème d'accessibilité
dans les graphes orientés, et pour le problème des mots dans les groupes libres, et les groupes à un
relateur de rang fini. En employant des résultats bien connus sur la simulation de machines de
Turing à espace logarithmique, nous complétons la séparation des classes de complexité L, NL,
co-NL, © L, AL = P pour les machines de Turing « oblivious » à temps d'accès linéaire.

INTRODUCTION

It is a main goal of theoretical computer science to separate complexity
classes defined by Turing-machines which work according to various types
of acceptation. In this context besides the classical compiexity classes such
as L, NL, P the study of complexity classes coming from Turing-machines
with parity-acceptation, such as © L and © P has become increasingly
important [PZ83, M88, CH89]. We show that in the case of oblivious Turing-
machines of logarithmic space and linear access time the classes of décision
problems computable by deterministic, nondeterministic, co-nondeterministic,

(*) Received August 1990, accepted September 1991.
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508 M. KRAUSE

parity-, and alternating machines, respectively, are strongly separated from
each other.

Hereby, access time counts the steps at which the machine is really reading
(i. e., which correspond to branching points in the computation graph) and
not the moving steps at the tape. To make the différence between access-
and usual time clearer we use the following random access input variation of
the Turing machine model similar to that defined in [Ru81].

In this model instead of a input-head the Turing machine has a special
index tape and a special read state. Whenever it enters the read state with
the natural number i written on the index tape, the i-th input bit is available.
The access time counts the number of entering the read state and corres-
ponds to the length of the simulating oblivious Q-branching program. Loga-
rithmic-space bounded deterministic Turing-machines of this type compute
exactly those languages in L, where each language of P can be decided by a
logspace bounded alternating Turing machines of linear access-time. Note
that the well-known crossing séquence arguments which provide, e.g., that
palindroms cannot be recognized within linear time and logarithmic space
(see, e.g. [C066]) do not apply to the case of linear access-time. It is quite
obvious that the décision wether a given word is a palindrom can be made
within logarithmic space and linear access-time.

Our investigations are based on the observation that the problem of
separating some of the most interesting complexity classes can be formulated
as lower bound problem for Q-branching programs. Q-branching programs
were introduced by Meinel [M 8 8]. They differ from ordinary branching
programs by having additional opération nodes evaluating binary Boolean
opérations from a given set Q<=i?2. For each subset Qgi?2

 w e dénote by
^*n_BP the set of ail languages computable by séquences of polynomial-
size Q-branching programs. As usual, Q-branching are called deterministic,
disjunctive, conjunctive, parity, or alternating programs if Q = 0 , Q = { v },
Q= { A }, Q = { © }, or Q= { v, A }, respectively.

The computational power of Q — branching programs is essentially charac-
terized by the following two facts.

Fact 1 [M 8 8] : Each décision problem computable by a séquence of poly-
nomial-size Q-branching programs for some Q^B2 belongs to one the classes
^BP> &{ v }-BP> ^ { A }-BP> ^ { 0 } - B P > a n d &*{ y, A }-BP- *

Fact 2 : Each logarithmic space bounded deterministic, nondeterministic,
co-nondeministic, parity- or alternating Turing-machine can be simulated by
a séquence of polynomial-size deterministic, disjunctive, conjunctive, parity
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OBLIVIOUS TURING MACHINES OF LINEAR ACCESS 509

or alternating branching programs, respectively. Thus,

NL^0{ v }_BP, co-NL^0>{ A }_BP,

® g { e } _ B P , and AL = P^0>{ Vt A }_BP

(see, e. g., [M88] for details). •
Let us still mention here that the Immermann-Szelepszeny result

NL = co-NL [187], [S87] provides 0>{ v }_BP = ̂ { A }_Bp-
To find methods for proving superpolynomial lower bounds on the com-

plexity of unrestricted Q-branching programs seems to be a very hard prob-
lem. Today such methods are known for some kinds of depth-restricted
programs such as

- deterministic, disjunctive, conjunctive and parity-branching trees [W84,
DM89],

- deterministic, disjunctive, and conjunctive read-once-only branching
programs [W84, A&86, J86, KMW88], and

- determinstic, disjunctive, and oblivious branching programs of linear
length [KW89, KWM89].

By using these methods the following séparation results have been achieved
so far.

(1) In the case of Q-branching trees the five classes mentioned in Fact 1
are strongly separated from each other [DM89].

(2) In the case of read-once-only Q-branching programs the deterministic,
disjunctive, conjunctive and alternating classes are strongly separated
[KWM88]. Observe that in the sense of theorem 2 the uniform counterpart
of read-once-only Q-branching programs are Eraser Turing machines introdu-
ced in [A&86].

(3) The same as in (2) holds for oblivious Q-branching programs of linear
length [KWM89].

In the sense of Fact 2 oblivious Q-branching programs correspond exactly
to the machine model described above, where the access time corresponds to
the length of the simulating oblivious Q-branching program (see e. g., [M89]
for details).

The lower bound argument providing the séparation result (3) has been
achieved by using a special "Cut & Paste"-method. It has been shown that
if the program is too small then there exists an accepting (rejecting) path for
some input word which has to be rejected (accapted). It is quite obvious that
this argument does not work in the case of parity programs. That is why
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510 M. KRAUSE

completing the séparation of the main cornplexity classes mentioned in Fact 2
remained an open problem in case (2), as well as in case (3).

We solve this probiem for oblivious Q-branching programs of linear length
(case 3) by giving a lower bound technique for parity branching programs
which is based on multilinear algebra over the field GF(2). As all upper
bounds used in [KMW89] and in this paper are constructive this includes
also the complete séparation of the corresponding uniform classes.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe the lower
bound technique. In section 3 we obtain exponential lower bounds on the
width of linear length bounded oblivious parity branching programs which
compute the graph accessibility problem, the word problem of f ree groups of
fïnite rank, and some special décision problem called EQUALITY*. In
section 4 we establish the séparation resuit by considering another special
décision problem, INNER PRODUCT*.

1. PRELIMINARIES

1.1. Q-Branching programs

Let X dénote a finite alphabet, Xn={xu . . ., xn] & set of n variables
taking values from E, and Q a subset of B2. An Q-branching program P
over Xn is a directed, acyclic, labelled, finite graph fulfïlling the following
properties.

— Nodes of outdegree zero are called sinks.
— The set of non-sink nodes contains query nodes of outdegree # E, and

opération nodes having outdegree two. There is one distinguished non-sink
of indegree zero cailed the source.

— Sinks are labelled by constants 0 or 1, query nodes and opération nodes
have labels from xn and Q, respectively.

— Edges leaving query nodes are labelled by literals from E, where distinct
edges leaving the same query node have distinct labels.

Given an input word w = (wu . . ., wJeD" a path p in P will be called
w-consistent if for all query nodes v occuring in p the following is true. If the
label of v is xi9 1 t^if^n, then p takes the edge leaving v which is labelled by
wt. A w-consistent path is called w-accepting (w-rejecting) if it leads from the
source to the 1-sink (0-sink).

We dénote by Pw the subgraph of P formed by all w-consistent paths
leading from the source to one of the sinks. Obviously, the branching nodes
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OBLIVIOUS TURING MACHINES OF LINEAR ACCESS 511

in Pw are given by the opération nodes belonging to Pw. The input w assigns
some Boolean constant 8V to each node v of Pw in the following way.

If v is a sink then 8V is given by the label of v.

— If v is query node with successor v in Pw then 8„ = 8^.

— If v is an opération node labelled coeQ and ha ving successors v and v"
then 8v = <ù(8v,, 8V„).

By définition, the function value P(w)e{0, 1} computed by P on input w
is given by the constant assigned to the source. Obviously, taking Q = 0 and
Z = {0, 1} we obtain the well-known deterministic branching program model.

Further observe that each disjunctive (conjunctive) branching program P
over xn computes 1 (0) on a given input w if and only if there is some
w-accepting (w-rejecting) path in P. If P is a parity program it will compute
1 on w if and only if the number of w-accepting paths in P is odd.

Significant complexity measures for Q-branching programs are size and
depth, i.e., the number of non-sink nodes and the maximal length of a
directed path of the program, respectively.

1.2. Oblivious Q-branching programs

An Q-branching program P is called levelled if the set of nodes can be
divided into disjoint levels Ll9 L2, . . ., Ld+l9 d~depth(P), so that for all
edges (v, v) there is some z, \^i<d, with veLt and v'eLi+1.

Levelled programs will be called oblivious if non-sink nodes nodes on the
same level have always the same label. For oblivious programs P let width(P)
dénote the maximal number of nodes in any level and length (P) the number
of query-node-levels. Let Q^B2 and P be an oblivious Q-branching program
over Xn. For given natural numbers z, j with 1 S i <j è depth (P) + 1 we dénote
by segment (i, j) of P the subgraph consisting of the levels z, . . ., j— 1 of P.

Let Wand W be disjoint subsets of Xn. A séquence S=(j\, i2,J2, - • *> h*Jù
with 1 <j\<i2< • . • <jkèdepth(P)+ 1 is called (W, Wysegmentation of P,
if for all /, l^l-^k, segment (i^j^ and segment(j^ il + 1) does not contain any
label from W and W, respectively. [Set ix = 1 and ik + l = depth (P) + 1.]

The alternation depth of P with respect to W and W of Xn

(altdepth(P, W, W) is defined as to be the length of a shortest (W, W)-
segmentation of P. Lower bound arguments for oblivious Q-branching pro-
grams of linear length make use of the following Ramsey-theoretic observa-
tion [AM86, KW89].
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512 M. KRAUSE

Fact 3.: For all «eM let Pn dénote an oblivious Q-branching program over
Xn9 where length (Pn)^Dn for some De M, Then there are numbers
8e(0, 1/2) and fceN so that for each balanced partition (F„, Z„) of Xn there
are subsets Wn g Yn and PT„ g Zn with # PF„ = # Wn = 5.n so that

altdepth(Pn, WH, UQZk. •

1.3. Technical définitions

For ail subsets F of Xn we dénote by Sy the sets of assignments c: F-> E.
For disjoint F, f g Xn5 and ceZy, c ' e S r , we dénote by c\Jcf the unique
assignment ofY\JY which coïncides with c and c' on F and F , respectively.

Let f=f(xl9 . . ., xn):Sn-> {0, 1}, and (F, Z) be a balanced partition of
Xn(Le.9 YHZ=0,YUZ=Xn, and | # 7 - # Z | ^ l ) . We dénote by
M(YZ) the communication matrix of/with respect to (F, Z), z. e., rows and
columns of M{Yt Z) are labelled by the éléments from Sy and Sz, respectively,
and for ail ceS y and c ' eS z it holds

1.4. Décision Problems

We consider the graph accessibility problems GAP and GAPr, reN, for
directed graphs as to be séquences of Boolean functions (GAPM Jw e ^ and
(GAP rn „)„ 6 w, respectively. For given n e N we regard each Boolean
n x «-matrices A as to be the adjacency matrix of a directed graph G (A) over
a fixed set {vl9 . . ., vn} of vertices. Let GAP„ n(A) = 1 o there is a directed
path in G (A) Connecting vl and un) GAPr„ „ (̂ 4) = 1 o GAP„ „ (̂ 4) = 1 and
the outdegree of any vertice in G(A) is at most r. Further let us define the
décision problems EQUALITY and INNER PRODUCT (for short EQ and
IP, respectively), where EQ = (EQ2 J„ mM, IP - (IP2n)„ e w and EQ2„,
IP2„ : { 0, 1}" x { 0, 1 }n -> { 0, 1} are defined as follows.

For all w, W'G{0, 1 }" let

EQ2n (w, w') == 1 o w = w',

and

IP9M(W, M; ' )^! O W,W', + . . . +W„W' = 1 mod 2.

For ail séquences F= (f2n : {0, 1 }M x {0, 1 }n -+ {0, 1 })„ e w let us define
the décision problem Ftï = (/f„:{0, 1, 2}"x {0, 1 })neN over the alphabet
{0, 1, 2}. For ail words we{0, 1, 2}* we dénote by red(w)e{0, 1 }* the
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OBLIVÏOUS TURING MACHINES OF LINEAR ACCESS 513

reduced word of w obtained from w by deleting all occurences of the
literal "2".

For example, red(202l 12102122) = (011101).
Now for all n e f̂J and all words w, w' e { 0, 1, 2 }" let

f*n(
w> w')= 1 ored(w) and red{w') have equal positive length m and

f2m(red(w),red(w'))=L
For example, EQf2 (2120121, 1120202) = EQ8(1011, 1100) = 0, but
lPf2 (2120121, 1120202) = IP8 (1011, 1100)= 1+0 + 0 + 0= 1.

2. THE LOWER BOUND ARGUMENT

Suppose that P is a {®}-BP 0 over Xn = {x1, ...,xn} computing
/:Zn->{0, 1}. Further let (7, Z) be a balanced partition of Xn and
k = altdepth(P, Y, Z). This section is devoted to the proof of the following

THEOREM 1: width{P)^[rankGF{2){M{YiZ))]
xli2k-l\

Let W— width (P). Suppose that the nodes at any level i of P are numbered
as^ , l 5 ^,2>^,3> • • •

Further, if we are given nodes v and v of P and some, maybe partial,

assignaient c o f l w e dénote by #(*>-• v) the number of c-consistent paths
leading from v to v. For each input weï" and all natural numbers r,
\^r<depth(P), we define the top vector and the bottom vector topr(w) and
botr(w), respectively, from GF(2)W as follows. For all i, l^i^JV, let

[topr (w)]£= # (v0 ^ vry j) mod 2,

[botr (w)]t = # (üft, ^ i j mod 2,

if level r contains not less then i nodes. Otherwise let

[topr(w)], = [001,(^^ = 0.

For all wel" and each pair (r, s), \igr<si^depth{P) let the segment matrix
seg,, s(w)eMw (GF(2)) be defined as follows. For all i, j , 1 ^ i, j ^ W, let

(w)]£f j= # (vr, t ^ vSt j) mod 2,

if vr> t and uS( 7- do exist. Otherwise let

vol. 26, n° 6, 1992



514 M. KRAUSE

(Hereby, Mr (GF (2)) dénotes the GF(2) - algebra of r x r-matrices over GF (2)
with the usual matrix product.)

LEMMA 2.1: For all r, s, \^r<s<depth(P), and all we£„ it holds

w\botr(w)\ (1)

).bots(w). (2)

Proof: Let w e F b e arbitrarily fîxed. For ail i, l^i^W, let Pl dénote the
sub-program of P with starting node vft t. Observe that

botr(w) = (P1(w), . . . , / > " » ) . (I)

Now the proof of (1) follows directly as P is a parity branching program.
Further observe that for ail i, l^i^W, the z-th row of the matrix segr s(w)

equals the top vector of w with respect to level s —r of P1. Thus, (2) is a
straightforward conséquence of (I) and (1). •

Recall some facts about multilinear mappings. Let Au . . ., Ak and
Bx, . . ., Bk(keN) be GF(2)-vector spaces, where

rf(O for ail l^i^fc.

Further let ([> dénote a 2 fc-linear mapping (j) :

^ i x . . . x Ak x JB1 x . . . x Bk

Dénote by M((J>) the following matrix from Ma(GF(2))9 where a dénotes the
cardinality of the cartesian product Ax* . . . xA k , Le.,

£ = 1 i - 1

Suppose that rows and columnes of M((j>) are labelled by éléments from
Ax x . . . x Ak and Bx x . . . x Bk9 respectively. Then for ail

a = (al9 . . . , û k ) e ^ 1 x , . , x ^ and b=(bu . . ., bk)eB1 x . . . x Bk

let

As O is linear in each component the rank of M(<3>) cannot exceed the
minimum of the dimensions of the vector spaces A1 x . . . x Ak and
B1 x . . . x Bk. Consequently,

Infonnatique théorique et Applications/Theoretical Informaties and Applications



OBLIVIOUS TURING MACHINES OF LINEAR ACCESS 515

k

LEMMA 2.2: rankGF(2)(M($))S U d{i\ M
î = l

The Proof of Theorem 1: Fix an (Y, Z)-segmentation (jl9 i2ij2> • • •> h>Jù
of P. For all inputs we { 0, 1}" let

and, for all r,2<^r^k,

Let ^ 1 = ,S1 = GF(2)Hr and A2^B2= . . . =i4fc = JBk = MWr(GF(2)), and let the
2 fc-linear mapping §0:Axx . . . X ^ ^ X J Ç ^ . . . *Bk-* GF{2) be defined as

<|>0(a, Û2, . . ., ak, p, *29 . . ., ik) = n V ( a , b2*a2° . . . ° ^ ^ f c » p ) .

Lemma 2 . 1 . yields that for each input vector we{0, 1}"

= IP^(a(w), bz(w)°a2(w)<> . . . *bk(W)*ak(w)*$(w))

= <t)0(a(w)5 a2(w), . . ., öfc(w), P(w), b2(w)9

On the other hand observe that for all inputs

{ } and (p(w), *2(w),

depend merely on w\Y and w|z, respectively. ,

Consequently, there is a submatrix M* of M (<j> 0) with the property that

rankGF (2) (Af*) = rankGF (2)

The rows and columnes of M* are determined by exactiy those

ö = (a, a2ï . . ., a j e ^ x . . . x Ak and * = (P, i2» • • •> ^
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516 M. KRAUSE

respectively, for which there are assignments c to 7 and c' to Z with
a = (a(c), a2{c\ . . ., ak(c)) and è = (p(c'), *2(c'), . . ., *fc(c'). Hence, accord-
ing to Lemma 2.2.,

1^ W2 k~\

This complètes the proof of Theorem 1. •
To obtain a lower bound argument for length-restricted oblivious parity

branching programs we formulate this resuit for subfunctions.

COROLLARY 2.3: Let W and W be disjoint subsets of Xn and
k = altdepth(P, W, W). Thenfor ail assignments c ofXn\(W\J W) it holds

width (P) ̂  [rankGF (2) (M£

Straightforward application of Fact 3 and Corollary 2.3 yields

COROLLARY 2.4: Let g: N -> N be a nondecreasing function, Further^for ail
neN let fn be a décision function over xn={xu . . ., xn} which fulfils the
following condition. There is a balancedpartition (Yn, Zn) of Xn so thatfor ail
m, l^m^n/2, and ail W^ Yn and W g Z„ of cardinality m there is an
assignment c to Xn\(W\J W) so that

Then ail séquences of { © }-BP0's which compute (fn)ne^ within linear length
have width exp (Q (g («))). •

3. LOWER BOUNDS

In [KW89] there is developed the following method for proving lower
bounds on the size of oblivious disjunctive branching programs. Let
f=f(xl9 . . ., xn) : X" -+ {O, 1 } be a décision function and (Y, Z) be a balanced
partition of Xn= {xu . . ., xn}.

DÉFINITION -3.1: A set c £ S" is called sheaf of ƒ with support (Y, Z) if
there are pairwise distinct assignments cl9 . . ., cr to Y and c'u . . ., cf

T to Z
with

(2) /(c,. U c'j) = 5y for ail i, je {1, . . ., T }.

(Hereby, S = Sy dénotes the Kronecker-symbol.)

Informatique théorique et Applications/Theoretical Informaties and Applications



OBLIVIOUS TURING MACHINES OF LINEAR ACCESS 517

Let P be an oblivious Q-branching program Computing ƒ and
k = altdepth(P, Y, Z). Further suppose that there is a sheaf C of ƒ with
support (7, Z).

LEMMA 3.1 [KW89]: IfP is disjunctive then width(P)^ # C1/(2k"1}. •

In section 4 a more gênerai version of Lemma 3.1, will be proved.

Due to Proposition 2.1 the same is true for { © }-BP0's.

LEMMA 3 .2 : IfP is a parity program then width (P) ^ # C 1 / ( 2 k "X ) .

Proof. Let r = # C and fix assignments c l s . . ., cT of T and c'^ . . ., c'T
to Z so that condition (1) and (2) in Définition 3 .1 . are fulfïlled. By
Proposition 2 .1 . it is sufficient to show that rankGF (2)[M{Y)Z)]§; T.

But this is quite obvious. Consider the submatrix M' of M{Yt Z) formed by
those rows and columnes which are labelled cu . . ., cT and c'l9 . . ., cf

T,
respectively. Using the fact that C={ct\J c\i i—l, . . ., 7*} is a sheaf of ƒ it
is easy to see that M' is a permutation matrix, Le,, rankGF(2)(M') = T. •

According to Corollary 2 .3 . we can dérive exponential lower bounds on
the width of { © }-BP0 of Hnear length by finding sheafs of exponential size
for certain subfunctions. Thus, the results in [KW89] yield the foliowing
lower bounds.

**>
COROLLARY 3.3: For all ne N let Pn be on oblivious parity branching program

of length O(n2) which computes GAPB,„. Then width{Pn) = exp(Q(n1/2)). •

COROLLARY 3.4: The same is true for the décision problem GAP r, where
reN is arbitrarily fixed, •

Moreover, all exponential lower bounds proved in [KW89] on the width
of linear-length-bounded { v }-BP0's for the word problems of free groups
and one-relator-groups of finite rank hold also for oblivious parity branching
programs.

Using the construction at the end of subsection 1.4. we obtain further
décision problems which cannot be computed by oblivious parity programs
within linear length and polynomial width.

Fact 4: Let g : 1̂1 -> f̂J be a nondecreasing function. Suppose that for all
n e M the function f2 n : {0, 1}" x {0, 1}" -• {0, 1} bas a sheaf with support
(Yn, Z„) and cardinality 29{n\ where Yn={yu . . .9ym}, ZH={zu . . . , * „ }
dénote the variables corresponding to the first and second argument of fn,
respectively. Then all oblivious disjunctive and parity branching programs
which compute ( /*„)n €^ within linear length have width exp(Q.(g(n))).
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Proof: For all neN let f%n be defined over the variables Yn\JZn taking
values from { 0, 1,2}, where Yn = {yu . . ., yn} and Zn = { zu . . ., zn} dénote
the variables corresponding to the fîrst and second argument of ƒ f „, respec-
tively. Further, for all neN let PB be an oblivious disjunctive or parity
branching program Computing ƒ f n.

By Fact 3, there is a constant k and subsets Wn g Yn9 Wn g Zn with
# Wn= # Wn = n(n) so that altdepth(Pn, Wa9 WQ^k.

Let c dénote the constant-"2"-assignment of (Yn \JZn)\(Wn U W^.
Obviously, {f%f)

c=f2n, where m= # Wn. Now the proof is a straightfor-
ward conséquence of Corollary 2.4 and Lemma 3.2. •

We obtain

COROLLARY 3.5: Disjunctive or parity oblivious branching programs which
compute the décision problem EQ* within linear length have width exp(Q (/?)).

Proof: The set {0, 1}" x {0, 1}" is a sheaf of EQ2 „ of support (Ytt9 Zn). M

4. SEPARATION OF COMPLEXITY CLASSES

For ail sets Cl of binary Boolean opérations let ^ l in_n_BP dénote the set
of languages over a finite alphabet computable by séquences of oblivious
Q-branching programs of linear length and polynomial width. This section is
devoted to the proof of the following theorem which accomplishes the
séparation results in [KMW89].

THEOREM 2: (1) The complexity class ^ U n - B p ^ a proper subset of all

^lïn-{ e Î-BP' ^Hn-{ v }-BP> and ^\\n~{ A }-BP*

(2) The union of the complexity classes ^ „ - { © J - B P * ^im-{v}-Bp5
 and

&\m-K A }-BP is properly contained in 0>Vin_{ v , A }_BP-

(3) The complexity classes ^ U n - { © } - B p, ^i i n-{ v >-BP> and &\\n-[ A }-BP ore
pairwise uncomparable via inclusion.

A considérable part of the proof of Theorem 2 has been already done.
Item (2) is a conséquence of the fact that GAP belongs to NL and, thus, to
P E ^\in-{ v, A }-BP* Corollary 3.3 implies that GAP can be solved neither
by parity nor by disjunctive oblivious programs within linear length and
polynomial width. In [KMW89] it is shown that also conjunctive programs
of linear length and polynomial width can not do this.

The language EQ* can be solved by conjunctive oblivious programs of
linear length and polynomial width [KW89]. Hence, the complement of EQ*
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belongs to ^ i i n _ { v }_BP. Consequently, Corollary 3.5 yields that ^nn_Bp is a
proper subset of ^ I i n _ { v } _ B P ) as well as of ^ l i n _ { A } - B P . As ^ l i n - { e } - B P

is ciosed under complement we obtain by Corollary 3.5 that neither
^iin-{ v }-BP n o r ^iin-{ A }-BP is subset of ^un-{e}-Bp- We now complete the
proof of Theorem 2 by showing that

IP* e ^ I i n _ { @ j _ B p \ ( ^ H n _ { A }_BPU ^Hn-{ v }-BP)*

LEMMA 4 . 1 : IP* can be computed by an oblivious parity Turing machine

within logarithmic space and linear access time.

(By Fact 2 this implies IP*e^ I i n _ { 0 } _ B P . )

Proof: We define the functions equal length

EL 2 . n : {0 , l , 2}»x{0 , l , 2 } " - { 0 , 1}

and, for all i,j, l^i^ji^n, opposite one components

OOC^B:{0,.l,2}-x{0, l,2}"->{0, 1}.

For all w, w'e {0, 1, 2}" let EL2 n(w, w')=lored(w) and red(w') have equal
length, and

OOC2'
J
n(w, w')= l o w p i v ^ 1 and wt and w] correspond to opposite

components in red(w) and red(w), i.e.,

Obviously, for all w, w'e{0, 1, 2}" it holds (I)

I P 2 . . (w, w') = EL2 . rt (W, M/) A

Thus, the folio wing nonde terminis tic algorithm, A, which uses procedures
for solving EL2 „ and OOC2 „, computes IP* via parity-acceptation.

If EL2„(w, w') = 0 output IP* (W, 0 = 0,
else choose (nondeterministically) i and j from { 1, . . . , « } ,

if OOQ j „(w, w')= 1 output IP*(M>, W ' ) = 1
else output IP*(w, iv') = O.

It is easy to verify that both décision functions EL2 „ and OOC2
ïJ

M can
be solved by deterministic logarithmic space bounded oblivious Turing-
machines. •

It remains to prove
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LEMMA 4.2: Linear length bounded disjunctive as well as conjunctive obîivious
branching programs which compute IP* have width exp(ft(«)).

We use the following more gênerai lower bound argument. Let (Y, Z) be
a balanced partition of the set X= {xl9 . . ., xn} of variables. A collection R
of input vectors from S" is called a rectangle of support (Y, Z) if there
are assignments cu . . ., cs to F and c'l3 . . ., c(' to Z so that
*={<:, UcJ; l ^ i ^ J , l è / ^ } -

Let f=f(xl9 . . ., jtn):S"-*{0, 1}, W èe{0, 1 }. We call a rectangle
i*E {0, l}" of support (F, Z) b-recîangle for ƒ if f(w) = b for all wei?.
We prove

LEMMA 4.3: Le/ P be a disjunctive or conjunctive obîivious branching program
Computing ƒand k = altdepth (P, F, Z). 7%£w /Aère are b-rectangles Ru . . ., RT

offwith T^width{P)2k~l so thatf'1 {fy^R^KJ . . . \JRT, where 6=1 z/P
w disjunctive and b = 0 if conjunctive.

Proof: Assume that P is disjunctive. (If P is conjunctive the proof can be
performed in a similar way.) Fix a (Y, Z)-segmentation [jXi i2, j 2 , . . ., /fc, A}
of P. Further dénote by Jf the following set of (2 k- l)-tuples
(vu v'2, v2, . . ., ufc, ̂ ) consisting of nodes of P, where for each /, 1^/^A:,
node vt belongs to level it and node v\ belongs to levely,.

Obviously, # JT S width (P)2 k " 1 .

For ail vectors NsJf let P(iV) dénote the set of those input vectors
we {0, 1 }M for which there is an accepting path in P passing all nodes of N.

Obviously,/"1(1)= U R(N).
NeJT

It remains to show that for ail NeJfR(N) is rectangle of support (Y, Z).

But this follows from a standard "Cut & Paste"-argument.

Let NEJV and w#w'"e/î(JV) be arbitrarily fïxed, and dénote

As {ju iuJii - - -> hiJk} is a (F, Z)-segmentation of P it is easy to verify
that also d and d' have accepting paths which pass all nodes of N. •

By the arguments presented in Fact 4 the proof of Proposition 4.2 is now
a straightforward conséquence of the following

Fact 5: For ail ne M consider IP2n as to be defined over Yn\JZni where
Yn={yu • • •> yn}

 a n d ^rt={zi> • • •> zn] a r e t n e variables corresponding to
the fïrst and second argument of IP2n, respectively. Further, let Ru . . ., RT
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be a collection of è-rectangles of support (Yn, Zn) for IP2n, where be{0, 1}
is arbitrarily fixed, so that IPJ^ (b) = R1 U . . - U RT- T h e n r=exp(Q(/i)).

Proof: We use a combinatorial resuit cited in [H&87] saying that for all
rectangles R g {0, 1}" x { 0, 1}" of support (Yn9 Z„)

I # (^ïn(o)nR)- # (ip^onioi *(# *.2n)i/2.

Hence, if R is a à-rectangle of IP2 „ for some b e { 0, 1} then R contains at
most 2" éléments. Now, Fact 5 is a straightforward conséquence of the
following

Fact 6: For both b = 0 and b= 1 # (IP^1 ( è ) ) ^ " ' 1 holds.

Proof: Dénote by An the communication matrix of IPn with respect to
(Yn, Z„). It is not hard to verify that An can be written as

] and A 4
A - J ' Lo i

Forallèe{0, 1 } let # A»ib= #{(w, W')G{05 1 } " X { 0 , 1}"; (w, W) = 6}.
We obtain #>4 l f l = l, # ^ 1 ) 0 = 3, and ^ n ^ 3 . ^ „ _ l j b for all n^l and

^G{0, l}.Thuss # ^ 0 > # 4 ^ r 1 .
This complètes the proof of Proposition 4.2. and Theorem 2. •
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